In this paper we introduce and investigate similarity measures for convex polyhedra based on Minkowski addition and inequalities for the mixed volume, volume and surface area related to the Brunn-Minkowski theory. All measures considered are invariant under translations; furthermore, they may also be invariant under subgroups of the a ne transformation group. For the case of rotation and scale invariance, we prove that to obtain the measures based on (mixed) volume, it is su cient to compute certain functionals only for a nite number of critical rotations. Extensive use is made of the slope diagram representation of convex polyhedra.
Introduction
In this report we consider the problem of comparing convex polyhedra using Minkowski addition. The Brunn-Minkowski theory 25] allows one to introduce several similarity measures Report CS-R9708, Department of Computing Science, University of Groningen, September 1997. Postscript version obtainable at ftp.cs.rug.nl/pub/cs-reports/CS-R9708.ps.gz for convex shapes based on inequalities for the volume, mixed volume and surface area. We consider similarity measures for convex shapes which are invariant under subgroups of the group of a ne transformations on R 3 and follow the outline of the report 12] devoted to 2D convex polygons. All these similarity measures are translation-invariant. If one considers the measures which are invariant under the group of orthogonal transformations, the direct computation of similarity measures in the 3D case becomes very time consuming. Every orthogonal transformation with positive determinant can be considered as a rotation about some axis by a xed angle. Therefore the optimization should be performed for all possible positions of rotation axes and rotation angles.
Data representation is a very important part of every computation. A spherical representation of convex polyhedra is most suitable while dealing with Minkowski addition. One of the simplest of such spherical representations is the Extended Gaussian Image (EGI). According to this representation every polyhedral facet is given by a point on the unit sphere having the same unit normal vector as the corresponding facet. A weight is assigned to such a point which equals the area of the corresponding facet. If follows from the Minkowski existence theorem 25] that the discrete distribution of these weights uniquely de nes a convex polyhedron. The representation is translation-invariant and if the polyhedron rotates its EGI rotates in the same way. Due to these properties the EGI representation is often used in computer vision for solving problems of recognition and pose determination of 3D shapes 3, 13, 16, 18] .
Although the EGI de nes a unique convex polyhedron, the reconstruction of a polyhedron itself from its EGI is a di cult problem. Several algorithms have been developed for this reconstruction. Little 17] suggested an iterative algorithm which nds the distances of the polyhedral facets from the origin. Recently Moni 22] proposed an algorithm which rst establishes an adjacency relation of facets and then nds directions and lengths of polyhedral edges. The time complexity of the polytope reconstruction problem from its EGI was investigated in 8] . Since the EGI is limited to convex shapes, several extensions of it have been proposed in the literature to deal with non-convex shapes as well 11, 14, 23] .
This paper deals only with convex polyhedra and uses the slope diagram representation 7]. The facets, edges and vertices of a polyhedron are represented on the unit sphere in R 3 by spherical points, spherical arcs and spherical polygons, respectively. Additionally, we keep information about areas of facets and lengths of polyhedral edges. This representation is unique for convex polyhedra, allows easy polyhedron reconstruction and computation of Minkowski addition of polyhedra. This representation is redundant in comparison to EGI which contains only spherical points and areas of corresponding polyhedral facets. As will be shown later, spherical arcs play also an important role in computing similarity measures for convex polyhedra. Although in fact they can be derived from spherical points using time consuming reconstruction algorithms, we prefer to have them explicitly in the polyhedron representation.
If one restricts oneself to comparing convex polyhedra then it is possible to prove that the volume, mixed volume and surface area (which will be referred to as`objective functionals') of a Minkowski sum of polyhedra are piecewise concave functions of the rotation angle of one polyhedron with a xed axis of rotation. This implies that, for every xed rotation axis, there is only a nite number of rotation angles at which it is necessary to compute the objective functionals in order to obtain the similarity measure. We also show that the set of rotation axes to be checked can be found using only information about the orientation of facets of polyhedra and the position of their edges. This set depends also on the similarity measure under consideration. Moreover we show that for the case of (mixed) volume the set of rotation axes to be checked is nite.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we brie y discuss the approaches for Minkowski addition of convex polyhedra, and introduce the slope diagram representation of convex polyhedra, as well as some facts about the a ne transformation group and its subgroups. Properties of mixed volumes and main inequalities related to the Brunn-Minkowski theory needed in the paper are given in Section 3. To compare convex polyhedra we introduce in Section 4 the notion of similarity measures and de ne a number of such measures based on inequalities for the volume, mixed volume and surface area. In Section 5 similarity measures based on (mixed) volume are investigated which are invariant under rotations and scaling. Given any axis of rotation, it is proved that it is su cient to compute the objective functionals needed to obtain these measures only for a nite number of critical rotations, thus generalizing a similar result for the 2D case 12]. Moreover it is proved for the case of (mixed) volume that only a nite number of rotation axes has to be checked. Section 6 contains conclusions and a discussion of future work.
Preliminaries
This section presents some basic notation and other prerequisites needed in the sequel of the paper. Also, the representation of convex polyhedra using slope diagrams is introduced, as well as some facts about the a ne transformation group and its subgroups.
By K(R 3 ), or brie y K, we denote the family of all nonempty compact subsets of R 3 .
Provided with the Hausdor distance 25] this is a metric space. The compact convex subsets of R 3 are denoted by C = C(R 3 ), and the convex polyhedra by P(R 3 ). In this paper, we are not interested in the location of a shape A R 3 ; in other words, two shapes A and B are said to be equivalent if they di er only by translation. We denote this as A B. 
Minkowski addition of convex polyhedra
Then there exists a convex polyhedron P in R 3 having k facets with normal vectors u i and area m i , i.e., S(F(P; u i )) = m i for i = 1; : : : ; k. This theorem is true for n-dimensional polytopes as well.
Several equivalent ways are known to de ne Minkowski addition 9] for convex polyhedra using representations based on vertices or facets. These are especially helpful for the actual computation of Minkowski sums. Let p i ; i = 1; : : : ; n P be the vertices of P and q i ; i = 1; : : : ; n Q be those of Q. Then P Q = conv fp i + q j j i = 1; : : : ; n P ; q i ; j = 1; : : : ; n Q g: Here convf g denotes the convex hull. Theorem 2.2 Let P and Q be two convex polyhedra in R 3 . Then for every u 2 S 2 , F(P Q; u) = F(P; u) F(Q; u): (2.2) This theorem is valid for the n-dimensional case as well 25, Thm.1.7.5]. Equation (2.2) is the basis for computing Minkowski addition of convex polyhedra. We follow here the outline of 7] and refer to it for a more detailed discussion.
Since a convex polyhedron is de ned by its oriented facets, it is su cient for computation of P Q to nd only the facets of polyhedron P Q. For every facet F(P Q; u) the normal unit vector u is either orthogonal to a facet of P or/and Q, or there exist non-parallel edges of P and Q for which u is a normal vector. Therefore the facets of P Q can be obtained by 7,19]:
1. Minkowski addition of two facets: addition of a facet of P and a facet of Q;
2. Minkowski addition of a facet and an edge: addition of a facet of one of the two summands and an edge of the other; 3. Minkowski addition of a facet and a vertex: addition of a facet of one of the two summands and a vertex of the other;
4. Minkowski addition of two non-parallel edges: addition of non-parallel edges of P and Q.
Here the added facets, edges, and vertices lie in supporting planes with parallel outward normals. 
Polyhedra representation
The sequel of the paper makes use of the slope diagram representation (SDR) of convex polyhedra 7] . According to this representation, facets, edges and vertices of a polyhedron are given by points, spherical arcs and convex spherical polygons of the unit sphere S 2 , see Sometimes we speak about spherical points and arcs of a polyhedron, meaning spherical points and arcs of its slope diagram representation. Also, weights of spherical points and spherical arcs are used. The weight of a spherical point or arc equals the area of the corresponding polyhedral facet, or the length of the corresponding polyhedral edge, respectively.
Therefore the SDR of a polyhedron P is a triple SDR(P) = (V; A; W). Here V = fu 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u n P g is the set of spherical points, for which the same notation is used as for the corresponding unit vectors fu i g of P. A V V is the set of spherical arcs. An arc from A connecting points u i and u j is denoted by (u i ; u j ). W denotes the weights of points and arcs, i.e., a P (u i ) (or a(u i )) equals the area of the corresponding facet F i and l P (u i ; u j ) (or simply l(u i ; u j )) equals the length of the edge between facets F i and F j of the polyhedron P.
In the two dimensional case, i.e., in the case of convex polygons, the slope diagram can be considered also as a function M(P; u) de M(P Q; u) = M(P; u) + M(Q; u); for P; Q 2 P(R 2 ) and u 2 S 1 :
Let us denote by i = 6 u i the angle between the positive x-axis and u i . Then, given a slope diagram representation M(P; u) of a convex polygon P, its area S(P) can be computed as follows 12]:
Here n is the number of vertices of polygon P. of polyhedron P Q. The arcs (s; u 2 ); (s; u 3 ); (s; v 2 ) and (s; v 4 ) are assumed to belong to di erent great circles. Therefore there will be arcs (s; u 2 ); (s; u 3 ); (s; v 2 ) and (s; v 4 ) in the SDR of P Q with lengths determined by the SDR of P and Q, respectively. For, the edges corresponding to these spherical arcs will be the edges of the polyhedral facet corresponding to s in P Q. The arcs (s; u 1 ), (s; v 1 ) and (s; v 3 ) are assumed to belong to the same great circle, such that the arcs (s; u 1 ) and (s; v 1 ) have the same direction and the arc (s; u 1 ) is shorter than (s; v 1 ). Therefore the spherical point s in P Q will be adjacent to u 1 and v 3 and l P Q (s; u 1 ) = l P (s; u 1 )+l Q (s; v 1 ) and l P Q (s; v 3 ) = l Q (s; v 3 ). That is, the edges e 1 ; e 2 corresponding to the arcs (s; u 1 ) and (s; v 1 ) on the same great circle are parallel, with the length of the corresponding edge of polyhedron P Q being equal to the sum of the lengths of the edges e 1 ; e 2 . This rule of changing weights is illustrated in Fig. 3 
Transformation groups
Consider subgroups of the group G 0 of a ne transformations on R 3 . If g 2 G 0 and A 2 K, then g(A) = fg(a) j a 2 Ag. We write g g 0 if g(A) g 0 (A) for every A 2 K. This is equivalent to saying that g ?1 g 0 is a translation. We denote by G the subgroup of G 0 containing all linear transformations, i.e., transformations g with g(0) = 0.
The following result is obvious. (3.18) There exist several formulas, based on the support function and areas of facets, that can be used to calculate the volume of convex polyhedra (see, for example, 9, p. 324]). Let u 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u k be unit normal vectors of the facets F 1 ; F 2 ; : : : ; F k of a 3-dimensional convex polyhedron P, and let h(P; u) be the value of the support function of P for the unit vector u. Then, from (3.10), the volume of P can be calculated as follows
Here S(F i ) is the area of the facet F i . Other formulas for convex polyhedra can be found When H contains only the identity mapping, then will be called a similarity measure.
Although not stated explicitly in the de nition above, it is also required that J is invariant under H, that is, h(A) 2 J if A 2 J and h 2 H. In a number of cases it is possible to transform an H-invariant similarity measure into an MH-invariant similarity measure. Towards that goal the following normalization procedure can be used. Given A 2 K, de ne A 0 = A=V (A) The following result holds; the proof is rather straightforward. , for some g 2 G + , and in the second case B g(e(A)) for some g 2 G + . Therefore, B g(A) for some g 2 G.
Rotations and multiplications
In this section we consider similarity measures on the space P of convex polyhedra which are S + -invariant, i.e., invariant under rotations and multiplications. Towards this goal, the similarity measures will be used as de ned in (4.1){(4.5) with H = S + and H = R, respectively. In these expressions, the terms V (P h(Q)), V (P; P; h(Q)), V (P; h(Q); h(Q)) and S(P h(Q)) play an important role. Let the slope diagram representations of two convex polyhedra P and Q be given by (V(P ); A(P); W(P)) and (V(Q); A(Q); W(Q)), where V(P) =fu 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u n P g and V(Q)=fv 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v n Q g are the normal vectors to facets of polyhedra P and Q, respectively.
Representation and objective functionals
It is well known (see e.g. 21]) that every similitude transformation can be represented as a product of a homothetic transformation with prescribed center and an orthogonal transformation. Every orthogonal transformation in R 3 with a positive determinant can be represented (up to translation) as a rotation about some axis.
Let`be an axis passing through the coordinate origin and r`; be the rotation in R 3 about by an angle in a counter-clockwise direction. Let be the angle between`and the z-axis, and the angle between the projection of`on the xy-plane and the x-axis, see Fig. 4 . The rotation r`; can be expressed as a product of 5 rotations: r`; = r z; r y; r z; r y;? r z;? :
First the rotation axis`is made to coincide with the z-axis through rotation about the z-axis by an angle ? , followed by rotation about the y-axis by an angle ? . Then the rotation by is performed about the z-axis. Finally, the axis`is rotated back to its original position. Alternatively, the rotation r`; can be decomposed as a product of 3 rotations about the coordinate axes using Euler angles.
The slope diagram representation (SDR) of polyhedron P is assumed to have the same center as the SDR of Q by de nition, that is, they are considered to be de ned on the same unit sphere. Moreover the SDR of P is xed and the SDR of Q can be rotated about any axis passing through the origin. It is easy to formulate the rotation of a polyhedron in terms of its SDR: SDR(r(Q)) = r(SDR(Q)), for every rotation r.
Given a xed axis`, (3.10) can be used to compute V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)) for 2 0; 2 ): V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)) = 1 3 n Q X j=1 h(P; r`; (v j ))a(v j ):
The problem to be considered is the minimization of one of the functionals V (P; P; r`; (Q)), V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)), and V (P r`; (Q)). In the sequel we refer to these functionals as objective functionals.
Critical rotations
While rotating the slope diagram of polyhedron Q situations arise when spherical points of the rotated SDR of Q intersect spherical arcs or points of the SDR of P. Such relative con gurations of Q w.r.t. P are critical in the sense that they may correspond to (local) minima of the objective functionals to be minimized. First some de nitions are needed distinguishing several situations. Instead of r`; we will also write (`; ) to denote a rotation about the axis`by an angle .
De nition 5.1 Let`be a xed rotation axis. Polyhedron Q is called`-critical w.r.t. P when there exists at least one spherical point v j in the SDR of Q which is on the boundary of a spherical polygon in the SDR of P, i.e., for every > 0 the points r`; ? (v j ) and r`; + (v j ) belong to di erent spherical polygons in the SDR of polyhedron P. Polyhedron Q is called critical w.r.t. P when Q is`-critical w.r.t. P for at least one rotation axis`.
De nition 5.2 Let`be a xed rotation axis. Polyhedra P and Q are called mutually`-critical when Q is`-critical w.r.t. P or P is`-critical w.r.t. Q.
Notice that if Q is`-critical w.r.t P (or vice versa), P and Q are mutually`-critical.
De nition 5.3 Let`be a xed rotation axis. The`-critical angles of Q w.r.t. P for mixed volume are the angles 0 i , 0 0 1 < 0 2 < : : : < 0 N < 2 such that Q 0 := r`; 0 i (Q) is`-critical w.r.t. P. The rotation h := r`; 0 i is called a critical rotation of Q w.r.t. P for mixed volume.
Let us emphasize here that the`-critical angles of Q w.r.t. P for mixed volume are de ned only by spherical points in the SDR of the rotating polyhedron Q and not by spherical points in the SDR of P. The`-critical angles of Q w.r.t. P will in general be di erent from thè -critical angles of P w.r.t. Q.
This motivates the following de nition.
De nition 5.4 Let`be a xed rotation axis. The`-critical angles of Q w.r.t. P for volume are the angles i , 0 1 < 2 < : : : < K < 2 ; (5.3) such that P and Q 0 := r`; i (Q) are mutually`-critical.
Note that the angles i are obtained by merging into one ordered sequence the angles 0 i such that Q 0 is`-critical w.r.t. P and the angles 00 j such that P 0 := r ?1 ; 00 j (Q) is`-critical w.r.t. Q.
Also, a classi cation of critical angles is needed. To this end, we introduce the index of criticality of two polyhedra.
De nition 5.5 The index of criticality n(Q; P) of Q w.r.t. P is the number of spherical points v j in the SDR of Q which are on the boundary of spherical polygons in the SDR of P.
De nition 5.6 Polyhedron Q is called simply (doubly, multiply) critical w.r.t. P when n(Q; P) equals one (two, more than two). Polyhedra P and Q are called simply (doubly, multiply) mutually critical when n(P; Q) + n(Q; P) equals one (two, more than two).
De nition 5.7 When P and Q are doubly mutually critical, and at least one spherical point of P coincides with a spherical point of Q, this critical con guration is called point-double.
De nition 5.8 Polyhedron Q is called strongly critical w.r.t. P if Q is multiply critical w.r.t. P, or doubly critical of type point-double. Polyhedra P and Q are called strongly mutually critical if P and Q are multiply mutually critical, or doubly critical of type pointdouble.
We will also say that (`; ) is a simply (doubly, multiply, strongly) critical rotation of Q w.r.t. P for mixed volume if Q 0 := r`; (Q) is simply (doubly, multiply, strongly) critical w.r.t. P. Similarly, (`; ) is called a simply (doubly, multiply, strongly) critical rotation of Q w.r.t. P for volume if Q 0 := r`; (Q) and P are simply (doubly, multiply, strongly) mutually critical.
Example 5.9 Take for P a cube, whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes, and for Q a cube identical to P except for a rotation of =4 w.r.t. the vertical axis, so that the spherical points of P and Q on the equator are distinct, cf. Fig. 5 . Q is multiply critical w.r.t. P because all spherical points of Q are on arcs of P. Q is not z-critical w.r.t. P, where z is the vertical axis, because an in nitesimal rotation about this axis does not move points from one spherical region to another. However, the angle =4 is z-critical, because after rotating Q by =4 spherical points of Q hit spherical points of P; continuing the rotation, they move along arcs of P from one spherical region of P to another (remember that spherical arcs are included in spherical regions by de nition, cf. Section 2.2). ( )) for the normal vector r`; (v j ).
Minimization for xed rotation axis
Let`be a xed rotation axis and 2 ( 0 k ; 0 k+1 ) for some k, where f 0 j g are the`-critical angles of Q w.r.t. P for mixed volume, cf. De nition 5.3. Then, for every spherical point v j of Q, the value of the support function h(P; r`; (v j )) is de ned by some vertex of polyhedron P, say by vertex C as in Fig. 6 . (The support plane of P with normal r`; (v j ) may also hit P in an edge; in that case one takes for C a vertex adjacent to this edge.) Let j ( ) be the angle between the vector r`; (v j If the origin is chosen inside polyhedron P, then j j ( )j < 2 . Now cos( j ( )) is a concave function of for every j, as follows from Lemma A.1 which is proven in Appendix A. Thus one gets that V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)) is a concave function of 2 ( 0 k ; 0 k+1 ), since it is the sum of concave functions. Thus we arrive at the following result. Proposition 5.10 Given an axis of rotation`, the mixed volume V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)) of the convex polyhedra P and Q is a function of which is piecewise concave on 0; 2 ), i.e., concave on every interval ( 0 k ; 0 k+1 ), for k = 1; 2; : : : ; N and 0 N+1 = 0 1 . Here 0 0 1 < 0 2 < : : : < 0 N < 2 are the`-critical angles of Q with respect to P for mixed volume. It is clear that the proposition is true for the mixed volume V (P; P; r`; (Q)) = V (Q; Q; r ?1 ; (P )) as well, provided the`-critical angles of P with respect to Q are used, i.e., polyhedron Q is considered to be xed and polyhedron P is rotated about the axis`in a clockwise direction.
Next consider the volume V (P r`; (Q)). Now the`-critical angles of polyhedron Q w.r.t. P for volume, as introduced in De nition 5.4, play a decisive role. From (3.1) and Proposition 5.10 one derives the following result. Proposition 5.11 Given an axis of rotation`, the volume V (P r`; (Q)) of the convex polyhedra P and Q is a function of which is piecewise concave on 0; 2 ), i.e., concave on every interval ( k ; k+1 ), for k = 1; 2; : : : K and K+1 = 1 . Here 0 1 < 2 < : : : < K < 2 are the`-critical angles of Q w.r.t. P for volume.
It follows from Propositions 5.10 and 5.11 that in order to minimize one of the functionals V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)), V (P; P; r`; (Q)) and V (P r`; (Q)) for any xed axis of rotation`it is enough to compute this functional only at a nite number of`-critical angles.
Minimization for varying rotation axis
Since our interest is to nd the minimum of objective functionals for all possible axes of rotation, we have to know which axes have to be checked. If for a xed position of polyhedron Q 0 = r`1 ; 1 (Q) there exists an axis`0 such that Q 0 is not`0-critical w.r.t. P, then the mixed volume V (P; Q 0 ; Q 0 ) is not a minimum of the mixed volume functional V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)), because a smaller value of the functional can be found by rotating polyhedron Q 0 about the axis`0. This property, which is true for other objective functionals as well, will be used to reduce the set of axes to be checked.
Whenever we speak of critical rotations of Q w.r.t. P below, we mean critical rotations of Q w.r.t. P for mixed volume or volume, respectively, depending on the objective functional under consideration. Lemma 5.12 If (`1; 1 ) is a simply critical rotation of Q w.r.t. P, then the objective functionals do not have a minimum at the relative con guration of polyhedra P and Q determined by (`1; 1 ) .
Simply critical rotations
Proof. Let a spherical point v 0 = r`1 ; 1 (v) in the SDR of r`1 ; 1 (Q) intersect an arc (u 1 ; u 2 ) in the SDR of P for a simple`1-critical angle 1 . Denote the polyhedron r`1 ; 1 (Q) by Q 0 and the axis which passes through the point v 0 by`0, cf. Fig. 7 . Then rotation of Q 0 about the axis`0 allows us to nd a smaller functional value, since Q 0 is not`0-critical w.r.t. P. Therefore the conclusion is that only doubly or multiply critical rotations have to be checked.
Doubly critical rotations
For the case of doubly critical rotations, we next show that only the ones of type point-double may correspond to minima of the objective functionals. Lemma 5.13 If (`1; 1 ) is a doubly critical rotation then the objective functionals may have a minimum at the relative con guration of polyhedra P and Q determined by (`1; 1 ) only if the critical rotation is of type point-double.
Proof. We only consider the case when two spherical points of polyhedron r`1 ; 1 (Q) intersect two spherical arcs of polyhedron P, as is appropriate for V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)). For other possible functionals the proof goes along the same lines. We show that this relative con guration does not correspond to a minimum of the objective functional.
Let two spherical points v 1 0 = r`1 ; 1 (v 1 ) and v 2 0 = r`1 ; 1 (v 2 ) in the SDR of polyhedron Q 0 = r`1 ; 1 (Q) intersect spherical arcs (u 1 ; u 2 ) and (u 3 ; u 4 ) in the SDR of P, respectively, see 
Strongly critical rotations
The results so far imply that candidate minima of objective functionals only have to be searched among the strongly critical rotations of De nition 5.8 (note however the exceptions for doubly critical rotations in Remark 5.14; similar exceptions for the multiply critical case can easily be constructed).
Let us examine the problem of minimization of V (P; r`; (Q); r`; (Q)). Let u i ; v i ; i = 1; 2; : : : be spherical points in the SDR of polyhedra P and Q, respectively. To nd all strongly critical rotations the following procedure can be applied.
Let u 0 be a spherical point belonging to the boundary of a spherical polygon in the SDR of P, i.e., u 0 is either a spherical point corresponding to a facet of P or an internal point of a spherical arc in the SDR of P. Let`be the axis through the origin and u 0 . There exists a rotation h 0 of polyhedron Q, such that u 0 = h 0 (v i ) for a chosen spherical point v i of the SDR of Q. Now one can nd all`-critical angles of h 0 (Q) w.r.t. P. If u 0 is a spherical point corresponding to a facet of P then every`-critical angle will be at least point-double. So by performing the above procedure for all spherical points of Q and P we nd all critical rotations where at least one spherical point of Q coincides with a spherical point of P.
What remains is to nd those multiply critical rotations where three spherical points intersect the interior of three spherical arcs. That corresponds to the case that the point u 0 de ned above is an internal point of an arc, and we have to nd`-critical rotations with two spherical points di erent from v i intersecting spherical arcs of P. This also has to be performed for all points u 0 from the boundary of spherical polygons in the SDR of P, and all spherical points v i in the SDR of Q. Remark 5.15 Note that if the objective functional is the volume V (P r`; (Q)), then the strongly critical rotations of Q w.r.t. P for volume have to be considered, which implies that the set of critical rotations to be checked is larger than when minimizing mixed volume.
Finiteness of the set of critical rotations
There remains the question of how many critical rotations exist: is their number nite or in nite? The number of critical rotations of type point-double is certainly nite: for the number of axes to be checked and the number of critical angles per axis`a bound can be given depending on the number of vertices of P and Q.
For the multiply critical rotations the answer depends on the question in how many ways a given triple of spherical points in the SDR of Q can be made to coincide with three edges of the SDR of P by rotation: that is, how many solutions exist for the system of conditions Hence, the following result has been established. Theorem 5.16 The number of strongly critical rotations, to be checked in computing the minimum of the objective functionals, is nite.
Similarity measures
Suppose one wants to compute 3 for H = S + , the group comprising all rotations and multiplications. One easily derives that 
Discussion
In this paper, we have discussed similarity measures for convex polyhedra based on Minkowski addition and the Brunn-Minkowski inequality, using the slope diagram representation of convex polyhedra. All measures considered are invariant under translations; furthermore, they may also be invariant under rotations, multiplications, re ections, or the class of all a ne transformations. For the case of rotation invariance, we proved that to obtain the measures bases on (mixed) volumes it is su cient to compute objective functionals only for a nite number of critical rotations.
Let us conclude by some comments on possible future work. A rst remark concerns the similarity measures de ned in Section 4 depending on surface area S(P r`; (Q)). For this case one has to introduce additional critical angles as follows. Let u i and v j be unit vectors orthogonal to great circles containing spherical arcs of polyhedra P and Q. Given an axis of rotation`, nd for all u i and v j all angles k such that`; u i and r`; k (v j ) are coplanar and the spherical arcs corresponding to u i and r`; k (v j ) in the SDR of polyhedra P and r`; k (Q)
intersect. These angles have to be merged with the critical angles (5.3) into one ordered sequence, called the`-critical angles of Q w.r.t. P for surface area: 0 00 1 < 00 2 < : : : < 00 L < 2 :
Now, just as for the case of (mixed) volume, one may prove that the surface area is a concave function of at every interval ( 00 k ; 00 k+1 ). Also for this case a classi cation of critical rotations has to be made. Another question which is the subject of current research is to develop (numerical) methods for the e cient computation of all critical rotations. So we know that the points A; D; E are on a cone K ADE whose axis n is orthogonal to the plane of its base circle. Similarly, the sets C; D; F and B; E; F are on cones K CDF and K BEF , respectively, with the same axis n, orthogonal to the planes of the base circles of K CDF and K BEF . The question now is in how many ways the axis n can be chosen.
First we consider a single cone K ABC through three points A; B; C (not on the same great circle) on a sphere with radius 1. The axis of the cone is de ned by a unit vector n, and the ray through the center of the base circle by m, satisfying the orthogonality relation hn; mi = 1, see Fig. 12 . If r is an arbitrary point on the cone, it has to satisfy the equation kr ? hr; nimk 2 = khr; nim ? hr; nink 2 ;
which after some simpli cation reduces to krk 2 ? 2hr; nihr; mi + (hr; ni) 2 Note that if n is a solution of (B.5), then n is also a solution for any . Therefore Eq. B.5
represents a cubic cone. The cross section of this cone with any plane not through the origin will be a polynomial curve of degree three.
Returning now to the original problem, we have to nd three cones K ADE , K CDF and K BEF with a common axis n orthogonal to the planes of their base circles. The axis has to satisfy three equations of the form (B.5). For completeness we give them here explicitly:
hn; aihn; dihn; ei = hn; d eihn; dihn; ei + hn; e aihn; eihn; ai + hn; a dihn; aihn; di ha; d ei hn; cihn; dihn; fi = hn; d fihn; dihn; fi + hn; f cihn; fihn; ci + hn; c dihn; cihn; di hc; d fi hn; bihn; eihn; fi = hn; e fihn; eihn; fi + hn; f bihn; fihn; bi + hn; b eihn; bihn; ei hb; e fi : Also, the normalization condition knk = 1 has to be imposed. If solutions exist, they can be found by intersecting the algebraic surfaces corresponding to the three cubic cones with a unit sphere, and looking for common intersection points of the resulting three (non-identical) algebraic curves. The number of such intersections is nite, therefore the number of solutions for the axis n is nite as well. 
